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Explore the world of the Ankylosaurus, a plant loving dinosaur that walked this planet over 65

million years ago! From its club tail to its armored body, find out what made this ancient lizard

thrive in the Cretaceous Period.

About the AuthorSally Lee is the author of numerous nonfiction books for readers from

kindergarten through high school. Her interest in children’s literature began at the University of

Missouri where she received her degree in education. Her years of teaching gave her desire to

help children learn. When she left the classroom to raise her own son and daughter, writing

nonfiction became a way to continue educating children. Her favorite part of writing nonfiction

is doing research. It reminds her of a treasure hunt, especially when it uncovers off-beat facts

that nobody else knows. It also satisfies her own curiosity about the world. Sally and her

husband live in Dallas, Texas, with their children and grandchildren nearby. --This text refers to

the paperback edition.From School Library JournalGr 2-4-These dinosaur profiles cover key

information at a good level for middle elementary readers. Text flows nicely, with simple

vocabulary and age-appropriate analogies (for instance, "an egg smaller than a soccer ball").

Readers will get a sense of how scientists use fossils to make educated guesses about

dinosaurs, and the difference between fact and speculation is clearly noted. Labels and fact

boxes balance the narrative neatly; most expand on the information provided in the main text.

Key features are supported by appealing illustrations, which include drawings, photos of

models, and diagrams. Though a few spreads are overcrowded, the visuals should have strong

appeal. Details of sizes, ranges, and eras are all covered well, though one phonetic

pronunciation is inaccurate. Kids will likely ignore the three Common Core questions at the

end, but these might be useful to teachers. The dinosaurs featured here are covered in most

series, but these are solid additions in an always popular subject area.;�†2• Copyright 2014.

Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution

permitted. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Book DescriptionSupports

Common Core Reading Standards for Informational Texts Smithsonian branding Quotes from

experts about the featured dinosaur Graphic organizers, such as charts and mapsPopular

topic: Dinosaurs play a large role in pretend play which is an essential to building skills in many

developmental areas. Meets Common Core Standards: Kids are required to read more

informational text. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Tyrannosaurus Rex (Little Paleontologist), DINOSAURS!!! Kid's Book About the Ankylosaurus

from the Cretaceous Period. (Awesome Facts & Pictures for Kids about Dinosaurs 8)

Andy H. Cr., “Good book for kids on an interesting dinosaur. Good book for kids that love

dinosaurs. This is a particularly interesting kind of dinosaur with it’s extensive armor, downward

pointing spikes to protect its underside and a club tail. What kid is not going to find this animal

interesting.”

Melissa A. Rosati, “Ankylosaurus Engages Kids. This is a wonderful book for children. Our

nephews love this book. It contains many interesting facts about how the Ankylosaurus lived

and the illustrations are great. The binding and packaging are high quality. The book kept the

boys ( 5yrs and 7yrs) entertained.”

C. Staley, “Great book. My son loves reading this book. We used it for his second grade project.”

Danielle, “My son rereads these simple facts on his fav dinosaur daily. Good restated facts for a

young reader.  We love.”

Joyce Davis, “Five Stars. My grandson can read this book  yeah!”

Shannon, “Great book!. Super cute book for Ankylosaurus lovers!”

Jenn, “Great quality. My 7 year old loves it”

The book by Sally Lee has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 55 people have provided feedback.
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